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(This time we have a special focus on China, 中国.)
First unit installed in China since long
Already in the beginning of this year the first OTIWTI unit was
installed on a transformer in China. This OTIWTI OTI replaced a
malfunctioning unit of another imported make. The exchange was
completed quickly and without problems. So now after the exchange
the transformer, built by Baoding TW, have proper protection of the
oil temperature - most likely during the next more than 20 years! The
transformer is in operation by ZhengJian Power Plant in the
GuangDong province in the south of China.
In April a seminar was arranged in cooperation
between OTIWTI and Ming Tak, our very well known
agent in the Chinese market. Attending the seminar,
held at a hotel in Panyu, China, were several
customers, especially from the south of China. In total
there were close to 50 persons at the seminar, coming
from different PSB:s (Power Supply Bureaus) in the
GuangDong area and manufacturers. The seminar was
focusing on information and training on the OTIWTI
products and applications. Also information and
product news from the Italian company ETI as well as
from the German companies EMB and COMDE were
presented. After the high interest for the seminar there
are more seminars, both in China and other parts of
the world, being planned. More details on that later.
See our website www.otiwti.com for the latest news and updates!
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Hakan’s Corner
Maybe you already knew but... regardless of the capillary length on the
OTIWTI instruments they are all fulfilling the required tolerances for indication and switching both at high ambient temperatures (+70 °C) and at very
low ambient temperatures (-40 °C). This is because of the OTIWTI bellow
system used in the OTI:s and WTI:s also allowing 20 m long capillaries to
indicate accurately in the complete range. Should you need other ambient
ranges, we can also provide Polar Version (down to –60 °C) and versions
for higher ambient temperature.
Please contact me! Best regards, Håkan Svanberg, Sales Director
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